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2-22-2016 How Nazi's Defense by Tim Cook... spread STD's +
Murders!
2-22-2016 "I was only obeying orders..." ... because I was
given $777 Trillion in BP Oil Kickbacks... $$$ How Nazi's
Defense of "Just Following Orders" Plays Out in the Mind people actually feel disconnected from their actions when
they comply with orders, even though they’re the ones
committing the act.
2-22-2016 How Nazi's Defense by Tim Cook... spread STD's +
Murders!
14 million Americans become infected with HPV each year!
114 million Americans become infected with STD's, HIV, MS
Virus each year!
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2-22-2016 How Apple's Tim Cook (Nazi's) privacy Defense of
spreading Tragedies Terrible STD's because you can with
$777 Trillion in Oil money. iPhone encryptions story in the
headlines should be tracking the 19K murdered SWF in 2016.
Tim Cook is well aware Apple iPhone tracking inventions
iapps would save 10K women from being murdered by OJ in
2016. FBI is well aware that with FBI monitoring of these
new iPhone iapps along with Homeland Security 1K SWF
would be murdered in 2016 not 19K. So who is giving the
orders not to un-encrypt write this Apple iPhone iapps to save
18K SWF from being murdered in 2016, our 1984 II
Dictators!!
2-22-2016 How Nazi's Defense by Tim Cook... spread STD's +
Murders!
2-22-2016 How Nazi's Defense by Tim Cook... spread STD's +
Murders!

2-22-2016 1984 II Vaccine Has Sharply Reduced HPV in
Teenage Girls, Study Says By JAN HOFFMAN but million
women will die today of cervical cancer is not in Jan's New
York Times story. Bias or just following orders from 1984 II
Dictators to not mention the deaths today from ovarian
cancer... Jan's didn't write put the HPV vaccine in the water
following orders! About 14 million Americans become
infected with HPV each year, and the vast majority will clear
the virus. But some strains persist and can cause genital
warts, as well as cervical, anal, penile, and mouth and
throat cancers. The American Cancer Society estimates that
4,120 women will die of cervical cancer this year. “The
infection is sexually transmitted, but that doesn’t need to be
part of the conversation,” said Dr. Joseph A. Bocchini Jr., Dr.
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Bocchini will be arrested and put on trial for being a Nazi
in our 1984 II Society. Millions of SWF's who Dr. Bocchini
gave STD's killed themselves when MD iapps written by Dr.
Bocchini would have made them inventors to help
brainstorm and cure these sex diseases he wants to encrypt.
How Tim Cook, in iPhone Battle, Became a Bulwark for STD
Digital Privacy... "Anger Management's" Martin Sean is the
only person in the USA with HIV... Tim Cook should have
come out with these sex diseases but didn't have to on orders
from 1984 II Dictators. Harvard’s sororities—Alpha Phi,
Delta Gamma, Kappa Alpha Theta, and Kappa Kappa
Gamma. Elite Mom + Dad's can't protect her from Tim Cook's
spreading STD's. Why? Because Dr. Bocchini said you don't
have to have any talk that the disease is caused by sexual
transmission. Shock + Awe of the New York Times putting Dr.
Bocchini in this article must have slipped by the 1984 II
censors, grin.
2-22-2016 How Nazi's Defense by Tim Cook... spread STD's +
Murders!
2-22-2016 How Nazi's Defense by Tim Cook... spread STD's +
Murders!
2-22-2016 "I was only obeying orders..." ... to write the HPV
story the way 1984 II Dictators ordered it to be written!!
2-22-2016 Veterans Want Past Discharges to Recognize PostTraumatic Stress of War Crimes when they Know No Gas
Stations on Earth would have won the Desert Storm Bush
War! By DAVE PHILIPPS New York Times Tragedy of 9/11 and
No Gas Stations on Earth... for $777 Trillion in Texas Oil
Money... New York Times letter to the editors! U.S. Scrambles
to Contain Growing ISIS Threat in Libya. By ERIC SCHMITT
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As U.S. intelligence agencies say they are the ones who
profited the most from $777 Trillion in BP + Texas Oil
Revenues!
2-22-2016 How Nazi's Defense by Tim Cook... spread STD's +
Murders!
2-22-2016 How Nazi's Defense by Tim Cook... spread STD's +
Murders!
2-22-2016 1984 II Dictators... "I think we need to hold people
who give orders even more accountable. Because the people
who execute those orders may not feel as responsible as one
might like." Prof Haggard said there was no reason to give
any credibility to the so-called "Nuremberg defence". "We
always need to be skeptical of that defence - of somebody who
says, I was only obeying orders," he said. "Because very often,
people have a secondary motive for saying that. They think
they can avoid punishment. "Secondly, just because
somebody feels they are not responsible, doesn't mean they
are not responsible. Society might still want to hold them
accountable."
2-22-2016 How Nazi's Defense by Tim Cook... spread STD's +
Murders!
2-22-2016 How Nazi's Defense by Tim Cook... spread STD's +
Murders!
2-22-2016 1984 II
2-22-2016 1984 II wrongful death lawsuit will test a new
legal strategy to prevent nursing homes from requiring their
residents to take disputes to arbitration. A new MD strategy
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would be to monitor the cameras from room to room
watching the 1CNA1 RN listening, by one MD could replay if
needed and "Bed Sore's" by the millions today like gas
stations will be history. Just this one New MD Strategy!
2-22-2016 How Nazi's Defense by Tim Cook... spread STD's +
Murders!
2-22-2016 How Nazi's Defense by Tim Cook... spread STD's +
Murders!
2-22-2016 ID card to ride the subway, GPS tracking on the
train. MD scans for a number of diseases, if caught you are
put in isolation. "Subway Sex Crimes Are on the Rise in New
York City" By EMMA G. FITZSIMMONS Kirstie, Ladies, just do
what I did in 2011... A man decided to masturbate in front
of me mid-day on the R train. There were even other
passengers on... Fanning out along the platform at the City
Hall subway station in Manhattan, the plainclothes police
officers blended in with the morning commuters. As they
prepared to board a northbound train, they watched closely,
their eyes darting from rider to rider.
2-22-2016 $184 Trillion dollar Chinese Space Telescope Train
will be the heroes to redeem humanity...

2-22-2016 "Pussy Riot" MD
2-22-2016 Lead Atoms... what causes miscarriages? etc...
Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL
33041 email NEW inventor8484@gmail.com NEW CELL # 305
340 8082 I have two cell phones 305 434 5276 LG TRANSPYRE
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VS810PP Android.

Nice! Link below is new video added today.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wbpw1KOQ5sU&index=1&l
ist=PLP5Rx6jHWq3rsQIsDnKkt4eX8nar2nVdb

inventor8484@gmail.com
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Link to 1,500 pages to 8-1-2015 Had to make my current
index a smaller file.
...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a
shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... read this and
then invent a way to hear and observe Aliens at Proxima
Centauri... Click HERE!

Yes Greg + Wives in Key West will get this Gravity Control
Invention and of course the "Gravity Engine" for the flying
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cars.

CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar
Index-2 I edited it the web is fixed up nicely...

Link to 1,500 pages to 8-1-2015 Had to make my current
index a smaller file.
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1500PagesBigto812015.
html

850 pages moved to this web link
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html
Moved 840 pages from Jan 2014 to Christmas 2014
Link to Photos and Acrobat files of Greg in NYC
Greg's YouTube Video reposted
inventsomething@live.com
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2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... On Sept
27,

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/page2sept2015.html
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2-20-2016 Tim Cook Opposes Order for Apple to Unlock
iPhone, Setting Up Showdown!! >>> Your "Lost" iPhone 7 - will
be able to find you in seconds!
2-21-2016 Encrypted is who shot down Challenger II + III,
iPhone 007, Rx Recipes! Which 1984 II Dictators!!
2-21-2016 Encrypted is who will miss the diagnosis on 9/11 II
+ III, Which 1984 II Dictators!!
2-21-2016 Encrypted is No Gas Stations on Earth, End to
Mecca, Invention of the Gravity Engine Era + Star Travel
Trains to Key West. Greg + Wives!

2-21-2016 Apple maintains that the content on each of its
customers' iPhones is uniquely encrypted and that it possesses
no master key to unlock the data... for sudden deaths.
Murderer's, Cardiac Arrest, Cancer!
2-21-2016 MD Pandora’s boxed iWatch iApple iapps
diagnosis data base; doctors have become increasingly
convinced that many sudden deaths are not so sudden but
come after warning signs or symptoms that may be
overlooked in the days just before death. Tim Cook
Overlooked all these deaths... why?
Encrypted is who shot down Challenger II + III, iPhone 007,
Rx Recipes! Which 1984 II Dictators!!
Encrypted is who shot down Challenger II + III, iPhone 007,
Rx Recipes! Which 1984 II Dictators!!
2-21-2016 MD Pandora’s boxed iWatch iApple iapps
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diagnosis data base; A pathognomonic sign is a particular
sign whose presence means that a particular disease is
present beyond any doubt! Beau's Brain Cancer, Breast
Cancer iapps for sooner than later sign caught by Beau's +
Scalia's, Steve Jobs Movie's didn't give us a A pathognomonic
sign (scene) is a particular sign whose presence means that
a particular disease is present beyond any doubt! 007 Movie
the next one with 1,001 pathognomonic signs; is a particular
sign whose presence means that a particular disease is
present beyond any doubt! 007 Bond Movie with a Black
Bond or 1,001 pathognomonic sign is a particular sign
whose presence means that a particular disease is present
beyond any doubt! There is No Doubt a Black will be the Next
007 Bond as our 1984 II Dictators have Syphilis in their
brains. A sign with no doubt, grin.
Encrypted is who shot down Challenger II + III, iPhone 007,
Rx Recipes! Which 1984 II Dictators!!
Encrypted is who shot down Challenger II + III, iPhone 007,
Rx Recipes! Which 1984 II Dictators!!
2-21-2016 MD Pandora’s boxed iWatch iApple iapps
diagnosis data base A pathognomonic sign is a particular
sign whose presence means that a particular disease is
present beyond any doubt! Information... Scalia, a tennis
player, went to his doctor on the Wednesday and Thursday
before his death for a shoulder injury, according to The
Associated Press. Pain in a shoulder can be heart-related.
The A.P. reported that Justice Scalia had an M.R.I. of his
shoulder and was told that the problem was from rotator
cuff damage. Because Justice Scalia was too weak to endure
surgery, his doctor advised rehabilitation.
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Encrypted is who shot down Challenger II + III, iPhone 007,
Rx Recipes! Which 1984 II Dictators!!
Encrypted is who shot down Challenger II + III, iPhone 007,
Rx Recipes! Which 1984 II Dictators!!
2-21-2016 MD Pandora’s boxed iWatch iApple iapps
diagnostic information... officials could obtain critical
information even from an embalmed body by inserting a
needle into the heart or a tube into the bladder to perform
toxicology tests on blood and urine for evidence of toxins.
Sophisticated testing could distinguish drugs and chemicals
from those in embalming fluid. It is not known if officials
performed such tests in Justice Scalia’s case.
Encrypted is who shot down Challenger II + III, iPhone 007,
Rx Recipes! Which 1984 II Dictators!!
Encrypted is who shot down Challenger II + III, iPhone 007,
Rx Recipes! Which 1984 II Dictators!!
2-21-2016 MD Pandora’s boxed iWatch iApple iapps
diagnostic information... Scalia recently returned from
travel to Asia. One problem that sometimes occurs after long
airplane flights is pulmonary embolus, a formation of a
blood clot in a leg from which a piece breaks off and travels
in the blood to the lungs to cause sudden death.
Encrypted is who shot down Challenger II + III, iPhone 007,
Rx Recipes! Which 1984 II Dictators!!
Encrypted is who shot down Challenger II + III, iPhone 007,
Rx Recipes! Which 1984 II Dictators!!
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2-21-2016 Universe of Encryption from Top Quarks to DNA,
needs a Encryption Nobel for our Universe Habitat, getting
started demands the government fast track 1,001 Nobels a
Year just in Medicine via Apple-Starbucks Store School
University open 24/7 for the Breakfast Menu all day long.
Apple vs. Washington Over Encryption. New York Times - Apple
maintains that the content on each of its customers' iPhones
is uniquely encrypted and that it possesses no master key to
unlock the data. Master Key to Unlock the Universe, just the
52 Nearest Stars all with Encrypted Jewish Aliens uniquely
encrypted. What is the Universe on Earth going to expand
into, Star Wars or Nuclear War with Korea? $184 Trillion has
been spent on War since the 1980 invention of the
ElectricWindmillFord Escort. NASA's Coup Mission has fail all
of Humanity since 1980. Encrypted is who shot down
Challenger II + III. I would think it was McCain and his
psychotic wounded warriors! Apple Sees Value in Its Stand to
Protect Security - not expand into the Universe. Same for
Katie and Paul at the New York Times Today. By KATIE
BENNER and PAUL MOZUR Times + Apple’s refusal to help the
F.B.I. break the endless War Machine at the Pentagon with
Lobotomy Gas Invention is a cardinal sin.
Encrypted is who shot down Challenger II + III, iPhone 007,
Rx Recipes! Which 1984 II Dictators!!
Encrypted is who shot down Challenger II + III, iPhone 007,
Rx Recipes! Which 1984 II Dictators!!
2-21-2016 "The Doctor’s World: Scalia Autopsy Decision
Divides Pathologists" By LAWRENCE K. ALTMAN, M.D. 326,000
people of all ages experience cardiac arrest out of a hospital
in the United States each year, and 90 percent of them die,
according to the American Heart Association. I would think
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it was McCain and his psychotic wounded warriors killed all
326K from no one arresting them for War Crimes! Autopsies
by forensic pathologists, inventions by Greg + Wives in Key
West need autopsies, as foul play is keeping them out of 1984
II Society. The justice was found Feb. 13 in his bed at a West
Texas ranch, cold, pulseless, his hands almost folded on top
of the sheets as if he were taking a nap. The Justice in Tim
Cook not working 24/7 on iWatch alerts for cardiac arrest is
injustice for 326K people in 2016 who will die like Scalia,
without wearing their iWatch to bed. Most sudden deaths
result from a fatal heart rhythm that develops in ventricles
(the heart’s lower chambers) damaged by atherosclerosis. In
recent years, doctors have become increasingly convinced
that many sudden deaths are not so sudden but come after
warning signs or symptoms that may be overlooked in the
days just before death.
Encrypted is who shot down Challenger II + III, iPhone 007,
Rx Recipes! Which 1984 II Dictators!!
Encrypted is who shot down Challenger II + III, iPhone 007,
Rx Recipes! Which 1984 II Dictators!!
2-21-2016 HBO ‘Girls’? Aren’t They Women Inventors yet, Hell
no! By KATHRYN SHATTUCK
2-21-2016 Universe of Encryption from Top Quarks to DNA
2-21-2016 Universe of Encryption from Top Quarks to DNA
2-21-2016 Universe of Encryption from Top Quarks to DNA

Encrypted is who shot down Challenger II + III, iPhone 007,
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Rx Recipes!
Encrypted is who shot down Challenger II + III, iPhone 007,
Rx Recipes!

2-20-2016 $184 Trillion dollar Chinese Space Telescope Train
will be the heroes to redeem humanity...
2-20-2016 $184 Trillion dollar Chinese Space Telescope Train
will be the heroes to redeem humanity...
2-20-2016 By PETER BAKER New York Times Justice Antonin
Scalia’s funeral on Saturday is expected to be a moment
when the perpetual struggle at the intersection of law and
politics of iInvention is briefly suspended to honor a
celebrated justice who died like Beau; of a cardiac arrest
heart attack not alerted on his iWatch to the stroke of
Midnight because Tim Cook was not in a Legal Marriage
with 4 Women who's supreme power to inspire Godsend
inventions verge on Miracle's in brainstorming iapps for VIP
Elite people like Beau + Scalia who gave $777 Trillion in BP
Oil Kickbacks to China in 2016. Titanium Home for Jimmy
Carters Habitat for Humanity given $777 Trillion in BP Oil
Kickbacks, Hell No! Apple given $777 Trillion in BP Oil
Kickbacks to put a $8K MacBook Pro at every café Table with
a Tech Genius linked to Los Alamos, Hell No! Scalia's $777
Trillion dollar funeral today! Hell No We Won't go to Hell for
4 trillion years, as Scalia's Son a Catholic Priest believes
$777 Trillion in BP Oil Kickbacks is a Godsend. To Hell with
Jimmy Carter and his Titanium Home, Humanities New
Habitat for Humanity.
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2-20-2016 $184 Trillion dollar Chinese Space Telescope Train
will be the heroes to redeem humanity...
2-20-2016 $184 Trillion dollar Chinese Space Telescope Train
will be the heroes to redeem humanity...

2-20-2016 Justice Dept. questions Apple's motives in refusing
to help FBI
2-20-2016 Judgement Dept. God Questions Apple's Tim Cook
in refusing to Marry Women... Trump will be one hero to
redeem Wive's humanity...
2-20-2016 $184 Trillion dollar Chinese Space Telescope Train
will be the heroes to redeem humanity...
2-20-2016 $184 Trillion dollar Chinese Space Telescope Train
will be the heroes to redeem humanity...

2-20-2016 The Battle of Adam + Eve Today is played out on
iX-ray apps of the Universe and Gravity of the Invention of
Eve. 40x optical zoom + PowerShots of Eve crunched on Los
Alamos iapps will open her X-ray Universe. DNA II + III Nobel
in Medicine will be for discoveries about Eve!

2-20-2016 $184 Trillion dollar Chinese Space Telescope Train
will be the heroes to redeem humanity...
2-20-2016 $184 Trillion dollar Chinese Space Telescope Train
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will be the heroes to redeem humanity...

2-20-2016 The battle over Apple's refusal to give the FBI the
tools to unlock a terrorist's smartphone escalated sharply
Friday when the government urged a federal judge to
immediately compel the tech giant to comply, arguing that
it appears more concerned with more concerned with
marketing strategy. Government Men 1984 II should be more
concerned with marketing strategy of iapps The Ultra AppleStarbucks Store School University with a $8K MacBook Pro
and Genius Tech at every Paris café Table Taxing the
American + French Dictators with 1,001 Nobel's in Medicine
a Year. Side effects will be the end to Mecca, Allah and
Muslims. No Gas Stations on Earth Protesters are from BP Oil.

2-20-2016 $184 Trillion dollar Chinese Space Telescope Train
will be the heroes to redeem humanity...
2-20-2016 $184 Trillion dollar Chinese Space Telescope Train
will be the heroes to redeem humanity...

2-20-2016 Price of Gas Skyrockets in Venezuela (to 38 Cents a
Gallon) By MARÍA EUGENIA DÍAZ and NICHOLAS CASEY - No
Gas Stations on Earth in 2016 Strategy!

2-20-2016 $184 Trillion dollar Chinese Space Telescope Train
will be the heroes to redeem humanity...
2-20-2016 $184 Trillion dollar Chinese Space Telescope Train
will be the heroes to redeem humanity...
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2-20-2016 After Tests in the North, Conservatives in South
Korea Call for a Nuclear War! By CHOE SANG-HUN
2-20-2016 Price of Korea Nuclear War (Gas) Skyrockets in
Venezuela (to 38 Cents a Gallon) By MARÍA EUGENIA DÍAZ
and NICHOLAS CASEY - No Gas Stations on Earth in 2016
Strategy!
2-20-2016 Nine levels of Feminist Hell... Virgil was nice
enough to give me a tour. Dido led me down through the
Vestibule and into Limbo.

2-20-2016 $184 Trillion dollar Chinese Space Telescope Train
will be the heroes to redeem humanity...
2-20-2016 $184 Trillion dollar Chinese Space Telescope Train
will be the heroes to redeem humanity...

2-20-2016 New York Times Op-Ed | Steven Rattner - Will
Syphilis Follow Capitalists Into Cuba? Havana, Cuba "Will
Democracy Follow Capitalism Into Cuba?" By STEVEN
RATTNER Op-Ed Columnist "Syria's White Rose" By ROGER
COHEN The West has capitulated. Syria is a land of the dead
and the dying, in need of heroes to redeem humanity.
2-20-2016 $184 Trillion dollar Chinese Space Telescope Train
will be the heroes to redeem humanity... $777 Trillion in BP
Oil Kickbacks to China in 2016.
2-20-2016 "China Telescope to Displace 9,000 Villagers in
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Hunt for Extraterrestrials" By EDWARD WONG Thousands of
villagers in Guizhou Province will relocate to make room for
a $184 million telescope to detect signs of alien life and
gather other data about space.

2-20-2016 $184 Trillion dollar Chinese Space Telescope Train
will be the heroes to redeem humanity...
2-20-2016 $184 Trillion dollar Chinese Space Telescope Train
will be the heroes to redeem humanity...
2-20-2016 BY MANDY MILES Citizen Staff
mmiles@keysnews.com Spray Painted Clouds of Black Exhaust
from Trillions of Scooters on Duval when kids DNA is
Dividing 1 Billion Times a Day... Jimmy Carter + Jimmy
Weekley's Hell on Earth in our X-ray Universe. 1980 - 2016
ElectricWindmillFord 2006 -2016 Ten Year Old Kids on Duval
Key West Put to Death by 1984 II Dictators with $777 Trillion
Dollar kickbacks from BP Oil.
2-20-2016 BY MANDY MILES Citizen Staff
mmiles@keysnews.com “He was always moving — and always
smiling,” Lynn Barras, principal of Montessori Elementary
Charter School, said Friday when describing the loss that
shattered a local family and took the life of 10-year-old
Nicky Sorbelli on Wednesday evening. The popular fifth
grader who “always made people smile,” Barras said, lost his
exhausting battle with leukemia, or blood cancer, earlier
this week. For more than a year, Nicky Sorbelli endured the
ups and downs, hopeful results and evil pitfalls that define
the curse of cancer. Nicky fought his way through
chemotherapy, radiation, platelet transfusions and a host of
other treatments at Miami Children’s Hospital with his
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parents and family by his side and entire communities of
supporters offering prayers and support. But for reasons no
one will ever understand, this world lost a joking little boy
decades too soon.

2-20-2016 $184 Trillion dollar Chinese Space Telescope Train
will be the heroes to redeem humanity...
2-20-2016 2-19-2018 Apples Line in the Sand iPhone
Encryption was really written by our 1984 II "Commander in
Chief" dysfunction! “diagnosed syphilis perpetrator.” HBombs in view of the Eiffel Tower as his "Sex Health"
deteriorated. ‘The Revenant’ is the "Commander in Chief"
"Madam Curie" should be the Commander in Chief in a
Universe of x-rays! "Self Driving Cars" when Jimmy Carter's
Habitat for Humanity Dream House made of Titanium,
soundproof, has no electric wires from a trillion power poles,
no sewer lines to connect, no water lines to connect. No
Comcast Cable drilled holes into the House. 2016 Open House
Cancelled by our dysfunctional Commander in Chief who
bought his second home next to Bill + Melinda Gates in
Dubai UAE.
2-19-2018 "Commander in Chief" "5 Star General, 'Nut job,'
'wacko,"
2-19-2016 Apple launch of its "24/7" Always Open Apple Store!
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